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The order of genes in the genome is commonly thought to have functional significance for gene regulation and fitness but has not
heretofore been tested experimentally. We adapted a bacteriophage T7 variant harboring an ectopically positioned RNA polymerase gene to
determine whether it could regain the fitness of the wild type. Two replicate lines maintained the starting gene order and showed only modest
recovery of fitness, despite the accumulation of over a dozen mutations. In both lines, a mutation in the early terminator signal is responsible
for the majority of the fitness recovery. In a third line, the phage evolved a new gene order, restoring the wild-type position of the RNA
polymerase gene but also displacing several other genes to ectopic locations. Due to the recombination, the fitness of this replicate was the
highest obtained but it falls short of the wild type adapted to the same growth conditions. The large benefits afforded by the terminator
mutation and the recombination are explicable in terms of T7 biology, whereas several mutations with lesser benefits are not easily accounted
for. These results support the premise that gene order is important to fitness and that wild-type fitness is not rapidly re-evolved in reorganized
genomes.
D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Experimental evolution; Genome evolution; Microbial evolution; Molecular evolution; BacteriophageIntroduction
A genome can be understood through knowledge of both
its contents and its regulation. Genome content is a major
organizing principle of bioinformatic studies of genomes,
because coding sequences are readily obtained and inter-
preted, and even modest sequence similarity enables one to
infer gene function via homology to other genes. Under-
standing regulation and how it affects phenotype is a more
challenging problem, because there are no rules of0042-6822/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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USA.regulation as universal as the genetic code, and there are
potentially many ways of regulating a set of genes to
achieve the desired phenotype.
Progress in understanding regulation has been made on
the scale of simple gene circuits (Atkinson et al., 2003;
Atsumi and Little, 2004; Little et al., 1999; Savageau, 2001;
Wall et al., 2003, 2004; Yokobayashi et al., 2002), but there
are now attempts to model the regulation of entire genomes
of microbes (Endy et al., 2000; Fong and Palsson, 2004;
Ibarra et al., 2002), developmental pathways (Levine and
Davidson, 2005; Longabaugh et al., 2005), and cancer
networks (Oren et al., 2002). There are also some studies of
the fitness impact of genome rearrangements, which
necessarily affect regulation but not gene content (Ball et
al., 1999; Endy et al., 2000; Flanagan et al., 2000; Wertz et
al., 1998). One of the frontiers in this area is the evolution of
regulation—how do regulatory systems evolve, and how
many different evolutionary pathways can lead to high
fitness? At present, studies of the evolution of regulation
appear to be limited to bacteria and yeast, in which the05) 141 – 152
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and perhaps gene expression, but not for the mutations
giving rise to the phenotypic effects (Dunham et al., 2002;
Ferea et al., 1999; Fong and Palsson, 2004; Ibarra et al.,
2002).
Here, a bacteriophage T7 with an engineered rearrange-
ment of its genome was used as the starting point for an
experimental adaptation. The gene (gene 1) coding for the
phage RNA polymerase (RNAP) had been moved to a new
location, whereby its expression was greatly delayed,
leading to a substantial deficit to fitness (Endy et al.,
2000; Struthers-Schlinke et al., 2000). Three replicate
adaptations of these mutant genomes were conducted to
understand whether the phage could evolve to overcome the
defect; each line was then assayed for fitness and genomic
changes, and the data were interpreted in light of known T7
biology.
The T7 infection cycle
The 40-kb genome of phage T7 contains 58 genes and
about half as many control elements (Dunn and Studier,
1983). It has a rapid life cycle and can be adapted under
laboratory conditions to reproduce by about 1012-fold or
40 population doublings per hour. The T7 RNAP contrib-
utes in two ways to this rapid population growth. First, T7
RNAP translocates a major portion of the genome from the
infecting particle into the cell (Garcı´a and Molineux, 1995;
Moffatt and Studier, 1988; Zavriev and Shemyakin, 1982).
Second, transcription by T7 RNAP is 5–10 fold faster
than that of Escherichia coli RNAP at 37 -C (Chamberlin,
1982; Chamberlin and Ryan, 1982; Makarova et al., 1995).
A delay in RNAP expression thus unavoidably delays the
phage life cycle. The phages used in this study achieved
such a delay with a translocation of the RNAP gene far
downstream of its normal position.
The impact of ectopically positioning the phage RNAP
gene may be appreciated by understanding the normal
process of T7 genome entry. Following adsorption to the
bacterium, three internal core proteins (gp14, gp15, gp16)
of the virion establish a channel across the cell envelope
(Molineux, 2001; Kemp et al., in press). Gp15 and gp16
have the added role of ratcheting the leading ¨850 bases
of the genome from the virion into the cell cytoplasm at
¨140 bp/s (37 -C), at which point DNA translocation
pauses (Garcı´a and Molineux, 1995; Kemp et al., 2004;
Struthers-Schlinke et al., 2000). This region of the
genome contains three promoters for E. coli RNAP, and
host-mediated transcription from these promoters draws
about 7 kb of the genome into the cell at ¨60 bp/s. Most
transcripts terminate at the rho-independent early termi-
nator TE but genome internalization requires only a single
transcription event, and E. coli RNAP can internalize the
complete genome (Garcı´a and Molineux, 1995; Kemp et
al., 2004). This 7 kb delimits the early region and
includes the T7 RNAP gene (gene 1). Once gene 1 isexpressed, T7 RNAP normally initiates transcription from
its cognate promoters, catalyzing internalization of the
remaining part of the genome at ¨250 bp/s (Garcı´a and
Molineux, 1995), and effecting high level transcription of
late genes. The time taken to internalize the T7 genome
and to express late genes at high levels is therefore
dependent on the position of gene 1 on the genome. In
the mutant phages used here, the phage RNAP gene has
been repositioned more than 20 kb downstream of its
normal location, in the late region of the phage genome
and well downstream of the early terminator, effecting a
delay in the life cycle and a severe depression of fitness
(Endy et al., 2000).
At a basic level, regulation of expression of most T7
genes depends on (i) the time of internalization of the
RNAP gene, (ii) its expression level, and (iii) the
efficiency of transcription from T7 promoters. This simple
expression system is well suited to a quantitative under-
standing of regulation, and T7 has been the subject of the
first virtual model of a nearly complete viral life cycle
based entirely on experimentally determined parameters
(Endy et al., 2000).
Two phages constructed by Endy et al. (2000), D1-
4107,ecto12 and D1-3490,ecto12, for convenience named
D0.5-1 and D1 (Fig. 1), were used here. Three complications
are understood to stem from this translocation, which
presumably underlie the fitness drop. (i) With gene 1
located downstream of its normal position, it enters the cell
significantly later after infection. (ii) The level of tran-
scription by E. coli RNAP over the ectopic gene 1 is
predicted to be much lower than normal, as it is separated
from the major E. coli promoters by at least one tran-
scription terminator. (iii) When located downstream of its
own promoters, gene 1 becomes subject to self-amplifica-
tion (transcription and translation of the gene leads to more
gene 1 expression). The expected increased level of T7
RNAP should lead to increased transcription over the class
II region of the genome, which is predicted to cause an
imbalance in T7 regulation. Adaptation of the mutant
phages resulted in higher fitness levels, but these were less
than the fitness of the wild type adapted to the same growth
conditions.Results
Adaptation of T7+
Wild-type T7 has not been extensively grown in the
laboratory since its isolation in 1945 (Studier, 1969, I. J. M.,
unpublished). Its usual hosts are E. coli B derivatives, rather
than the K-12 strain used here, and the usual temperature of
growth is 30 -C, rather than 37 -C. It was therefore expected
that the T7+ was not well adapted to our culture conditions.
The T7+ was adapted to the culture conditions used for the
ectopic gene 1 mutants as a control for acquisition of
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of wild-type T7 and mutant phages containing an ectopic gene 1 (not to scale). Boxes indicate genes or blocks of genes; genes
are numbered and regulatory elements are as defined by Dunn and Studier (1983). The prefix f indicates a T7 promoter, TE and Tf indicate termination sites
for, respectively, E. coli and T7 RNAP. Heavy lines correspond to the same gene order in the mutant phages as the wild type, light lines correspond to deletions.
Boxes with numbers represent T7 genes and all the genes that fall between the two numbers corresponding to wild-type T7 gene order. L1, L2, and L3 represent
linker sequences, 1V corresponds to the 5V-end of gene 1 (172 bp) remaining in the gene 1 deletion mutant 3490.
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than to the genome rearrangement. The fitness of T7
increased approximately 9 doublings/h, from an initial
35.6 to a final 44.2 doublings/h (Fig. 2); the final fitness
corresponds to almost a 1013-fold expansion of phage
numbers per hour. The increase during adaptation is largely
the result of a 22% shortening of the latent period from 14
min to 11 min. Eight missense mutations and a deletion of
early non-essential genes were observed during the adapta-
tion (Table 1).Fig. 2. Fitness and average lysis times of phages from the D0.5-1
adaptation. The evolved and original wild-type phage are included for
comparison. Black symbols represent beginning and endpoint phages from
the D0.5-1 and WT adaptations (as labeled), gray symbols are labeled
according to the mutations present in the unevolved D0.5-1 background:
‘‘TE’’ is the T7565C mutation in the early terminator, TE; ‘‘17’’ is the gene
17 T118A mutation; ‘‘16’’ is gene 16 I750R mutation. The differences in
fitness and lysis time among the three phages with gray symbols and D0.5-
1e are not statistically significant, indicating that the early terminator
mutation accounts for nearly all of the fitness increase during the entire
adaptation. Standard error bars are shown for each point on each axis but
are sometimes smaller than the point. Lysis was much less synchronous
with phages exhibiting a longer latent period.Adaptation of D0.5-1
This starting phage not only contained an ectopically
positioned gene 1 but was also deleted for the non-essential
early genes 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7, and separately for gene 3.8, a
probable homing endonuclease gene (D28 deletion). Both
deletions are considered beneficial to fitness under these
growth conditions. In fact, T7+ also evolved a deletion of
0.5–0.7 during its adaptation in parallel, and a test
performed with the D1A phage showed that the D28
deletion is beneficial in the wild-type background (see
below). Thus, this phage contained all potentially important
genes of the wild-type phage and merely faced a regulatory
problem imposed by the ectopic location of gene 1.
We expected that much of the negative fitness con-
sequences of the gene translocation would be overcome by
compensatory evolution during the adaptation. Further, we
anticipated three types of adaptive response: (i) the rate of
genome internalization would increase by the acquisition of
gene 16 mutations (Garcı´a and Molineux, 1996; Struthers-
Schlinke et al., 2000; Kemp et al., 2004); (ii) transcription of
the ectopic gene 1 would increase by inactivation of
transcription terminators, in particular the early terminator
TE, or by the appearance of new E. coli RNAP promoters
downstream of TE; (iii) activities of T7 genes that impair
host transcription would evolve to be down-regulated.
After 57 h of adaptation, the fitness of D0.5-1e improved
over that of its ancestor D0.5-1 but remained substantially
below that of the starting wild-type phage (WT) and of its
descendant (WTe) adapted to the same regime (Fig. 2). The
fitness improvement of 9.4 doublings/h was accompanied
by a 6-min reduction in lysis time, but this time still far
exceeded that of T7+, and was twice that of the evolved wild
type.
The genome sequence of a single phage from the
terminal lysate revealed 11 substitutions, a 1-base deletion
Table 1
Mutations arising from adaptation of D0.5-1, D1, and wild type (WTe)
Element Function D0.5-1e D1Ae D1Be WTe
57 TYC
295 TYC
A2 E. coli promoter 582 del A 582 del A
0.3 Inactivate type I RE 1008 CYT I28I del 750–1954 del 1257–2736
Intergenic 0.4–0.5 1450 CYT
0.5 Non-essential (del 1473–5891 genes 0.5–1)a del 1460–3343
0.7 Inactivates host transcription 2721 TYC I234T
1 RNA polymerase (del 3343–5879 gene1)a (del 3343–5879 gene1)a
1.3 DNA ligase 6881 CYT P136L
7028 TYC F185S
TE Terminates E. coli RNAP 7565 TYC 7565 TYC
1.7 Non-essential 8386 TYAV74D
8403 CYT P80S
1.8 Non-essential C ins after 8771, 9 AA frameshift
2 Anti-E. coli RNAP 9001 CYT T35I
9084 CYT P63S
2.5 ss DNA binding protein 9321 TYC V55A
4A,B Helicase/primase 11974 AYG K137R, K74R
12469 CYT A302V, A239V
Intergenic f4.3–4.3 133350 CYT
4.7 Non-essential 14279 TYC I118Tb
5 DNA polymerase 15094 GYTc A248S
15516 GYA E388E
16017 CYT F555F
5.3 Non-essential 16662 CYT N60K
7 Non-essential 19464 AYC D112A
7.3 Initiation of infection 19800 TYC V89A
f9 Phage promoter 21857 TYC
10.0B Minor capsid protein 24088 GYA E375K
29770 GYAc K482K
Tf phage RNAP terminator G ins after 24203
11 tail protein 24340 AYC A38V
1 (ectopic) RNA polymerase 4391 GYA K407K
5493 GYA E775K
15 Internal core protein 29259 AYG K312R
16 Internal core protein 30861 AYC Q89H
31147 GYAd E185K
32811 CYT S739S
32843 TYG I750R
32860 GYA G756S
32867 TYC V758A
33023 AYG D810G
33067 AYC K825Qe
33485 CYT A964V
17 Tail fiber protein 34975 AYG T118A 34975 AYG T118Ab 34975 AYG T118A
35411 CYT A263V
35694 CYT T357T
35893 GYA D424N
36244 AYC S541R
17.5 Holin 36389 AYGc I16V
36492 TYGc I50S
38999 GYA
Nucleotide numbers are those of T7 wild type (GenBank #V01146), regardless of their actual location in the evolved phages.
a Present in initial phage used to start the adaptation.
b Mutations presumed not compensatory for ectopic gene 1 based on the recombination test.
c Heterozygous in the final, evolved population.
d Heterozygous in the isolated lysate used for sequencing.
e Presumed not compensatory for ectopic gene 1, based on the recombination test; a different mutation in the same codon, 33068 AYC K825T, evolved
during the test instead of this mutation. Virions harboring gp16-K825Q or gp16-K825T exhibit the same phenotype of transcription-independent genome
internalization (this work and Struthers-Schlinke et al., 2000).
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location (Table 1). Despite the large number of substitutions,
one was found to confer nearly all of the fitness improve-
ment over the entire adaptation. As a first step toward
arriving at this conclusion, we isolated two phages from
early passages in the adaptation. Relative to D0.5-1, the
phage designated D0.5-1TE,17 contained only the TE-
T7565C and gene 17-T118A mutations found in D0.5-1e;
the phage designated D0.5-1TE,17,16 had acquired the same
two changes plus gene 16-I750R. The fitness and lysis
times of these two phages and D0.5-1e are not signifi-
cantly different (Fig. 2). Thus, only the gene 17 and/or the
TE mutation make major contributions to the fitness
increase of D0.5-1e.
In order to determine whether the improved fitness of
D0.5-1e was primarily due to the early terminator mutation,
it was recombined into D0.5-1 by phage-plasmid recombi-
nation (see Methods of procedure). The fitness and lysis
time of the recombinant D0.5-1TE was close to, and not
statistically different from, that of the final phage, D0.5-1e
(Fig. 2). Thus, the mutation in TE causes the major increase
in fitness between D0.5-1 and D0.5-1e, approximately 9
doublings/h and a reduction of about 5 min in latent period.
To confirm that the TE mutation was compensatory for the
ectopic RNAP gene, six independent plaques of D0.5-1
grown on a strain carrying a plasmid with the terminator
mutation were plated on a host lacking the plasmid. The
early terminator region was then sequenced in two isolates
from each of the six original plaques; all 12 had recombined
the T7565C mutation onto the phage genome, suggesting
selection for the mutation was strong. In contrast, the same
experiment conducted with the wild-type phage (in which 3
plaques were tested from each of 6 platings) yielded only 3
of 18 with the mutation. The difference in frequency is
highly significant (P < 105, Fisher’s exact test) and
supports the compensatory nature of the mutation. It is not
surprising that recombinants with the wild-type phage were
obtained, as T7 is highly recombinogenic. However,
competitive growth of T7+ with the mutant TE recombinant
in mixed infections resulted in little if any change in the
relative proportions of the two phages (data not shown).
Thus, the TE mutation is essentially neutral to the fitness in
a wild-type background.
The T7565C mutation is predicted to stabilize the
terminator hairpin by converting a UIG to a CIG base pair,
but systematic in vitro analyses of sequence alterations in
the stem of E tR2 and the E. coli thr operon attenuator
suggest that sequence, not the DG associated with the
formation of base pairs in the stem, is the most important
determinant of termination (Cheng et al., 1991; Lynn et al.,
1988). Furthermore, it is not possible to predict termination
efficiencies in vivo from in vitro experiments, in part
because the latter are exquisitely sensitive to reaction
conditions (Reynolds et al., 1992). The precise effect of
the TE mutation is unclear but considerations described
below predict that it should reduce termination efficiency.Some mutations evolving in D0.5-1e occurred in the
same genes as in the control adaptation: tail fiber (17), DNA
polymerase (5), virion internal core protein (16); these are
candidates for being of general benefit to culture conditions
rather than compensatory for the rearrangement. Most other
substitutions, even though they lack any parallel in the
control adaptation, have no strongly expected benefit for the
ectopic placement of the RNAP gene. However, data for the
TE mutation indicate that the other mutations provide
relatively small fitness benefits, and their effects in short-
term adaptations are likely to be less obvious. Surprisingly,
none of the mutations found in D0.5-1e affect known cryptic
E. coli promoters downstream of the TE terminator.
A priori, the 16-I750R substitution was predicted to
improve fitness, as mutations in this domain abolish the
pause in transcription-independent DNA translocation after
¨850 bp have entered the cytoplasm (Struthers-Schlinke et
al., 2000). This mode of genome translocation is about twice
as fast as that catalyzed by E. coli RNAP (Kemp et al.,
2004). Despite the evidence that this mutation was not
compensatory, we measured the rate of T7 genome internal-
ization from phage particles containing the mutant protein
and found that complete genome entry occurred in the
absence of transcription (data not shown). Direct fitness
measures showed that the 16-I750R substitution confers no
more than a small fitness benefit (Fig. 2), suggesting that an
increased rate of genome internalization is not critical under
the growth conditions used. This conclusion is consistent
with the idea that reducing transcription termination
efficiency at TE increases expression of the ectopic RNAP
gene, and that this effect is of primary importance in
increasing fitness.
Adaptation of D1
The deletion in the early region of D1 not only retains all
of the non-essential early genes, it also retains the 5V 172
nucleotides of gene 1, which is more than sufficient to allow
recombination with the ectopic copy. However, sequence
identity beyond the 3V end of the deletion with the gene 13
control region that lies immediately downstream of the
ectopic gene 1 is only 20 bp. As recombination between
non-overlapping deletions is severely depressed when the
distance between them is less than 40 or 50 bp (Studier et
al., 1979), gene 1 could recombine back into its wild-type
location only at a very low frequency.
Two independent adaptations were carried out using D1
as the parental phage. In the first line, named D1A, a gene
0.7 deletion ascended early and swept through the pop-
ulation. Under laboratory conditions, especially during
growth in rich media, gene 0.7 of wild-type T7 is
detrimental and deletions rapidly accrue (Hirsch-Kauffmann
et al., 1975; Studier, 1979). The precise deletion that arose
and persisted through the adaptation was due to recombi-
nation between R0.5 and R1.1, which therefore removed the
residual gene 1 sequences of D1 (Table 1). At this point,
Fig. 4. Fitness profile across the adaptation of D1B. Standard error bars are
shown for each point on the y-axis but are sometimes smaller than the point.
The cell stock used in these assays differed from those used for D1B and
D1Be in Fig. 3, which may explain the slight lower terminal fitness here
than in Fig. 3.
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final phage isolated, D1Ae, was shown by DNA sequencing
to have acquired an overlapping set of mutations to that
found in D0.5-1e. Most notable is the same T7565C
mutation in TE that was responsible for the major fitness
increase of D0.5-1e. In addition, both phages evolved the
same A deletion in the oligoA-tract upstream of the early A2
promoter. Both the fitness and latent period of D1Ae (Fig. 3)
are almost indistinguishable from those of D0.5-1e (Fig. 2).
Phage D1Ae was recombined with T7+ in order to
distinguish compensatory mutations for the ectopic gene 1
from those beneficial to culture conditions (see Methods of
procedure). The gene 17-T118A, gene 16 and gene 4.7
mutations were beneficial in a wild-type background and
thus are not compensatory (Table 1); this test also found that
the D28 deletion and the gene 5 and 16-E1236G mutations
present in the parental D1 (Methods of procedure) were
beneficial in the wild-type background. Where the two sets
of mutations accumulated during adaptation overlap, this
direct test of compensatory benefit is largely compatible
with the inferences made using WTe. This test also directly
confirms the compensatory nature of the TE mutation.
Adaptation of D1B
The first substitutions in D1B, 15-K312R and 16-A964V,
arose in genes encoding internal core proteins (Table 1).
These appeared within the first five passages (data not
shown) and conferred a moderate increase in fitness (Fig. 4).
The mutations do not affect domains with known functions
of either protein, although it is feasible that both mutations
affect genome internalization.
Phage D1Be showed by far the largest improvement in
fitness and lysis time of the three adapted lines (Fig. 3). TheFig. 3. Fitness and lysis times of phages from the two D1 adaptations. The
evolved and original wild-type phages are included (WT and Wte).
Standard error bars are shown for each point on each axis but are
sometimes narrower than the point. Lysis was much less synchronous with
phages exhibiting a longer latent period. WT and WTe correspond,
respectively, to the wild-type phage and its derivative subjected to serial
passage under the similar conditions used to adapt D1 in yielding D1Ae
and D1Be.event that explains most of its fitness increase (accounting
for 11.3 doublings/h) occurred at about 5 h of passage (Fig.
4), coinciding with a recombination that restored gene 1 to
its wild-type location. However, recombination involved
more than just gene 1, and the resulting genome had the late
genes 13–16 exchanged with the early-middle genes 1.1–2
(Fig. 5). The recombination is consistent with a single,
reciprocal intramolecular exchange using 172-bp sequence
identity at the 5V end but only 16 bp of identity at the 3V end
(25 bp with two 1-bp gaps). The fitness and lysis time of
D1Be are indistinguishable from wild-type T7, although
both fall short of the evolved wild type, WTe. The aberrant
gene order acquired by D1Be is therefore detrimental to
phage growth, but not so much as to override the benefit
from restoring the RNAP gene to its wild-type location.
Sixteen point mutations accumulated in D1Be after the
recombination. These changes may have been in response
to the newly displaced genes or due to general adaptation
to growth conditions. More than half the mutations
affected genes other than those displaced by the recombi-
nation event, but the overall fitness increase from all 16
mutations is only ¨3 doublings/h. The change in gene
order due to recombination, specifically the restoration of
the RNAP gene to its normal location, had a much larger
beneficial effect on fitness than all other mutations
combined. However, for long-term evolution, an increase
in fitness of even 0.1 doublings/h confers a major selective
advantage.
Predictions of adaptive changes by the T7 virtual model
The in silico simulation of a T7 infection cycle (Endy et
al., 2000) was used in an attempt to understand some of the
changes that arose during adaptations of D0.5-1 and D1. In
contrast to constraint-based models, which optimize para-
meter values within broad bounds established empirically,
Fig. 5. Recombination occurring during adaptation of D1B. D1B5.5 h is an isolate obtained 5.5 h into the adaptation and exhibits a different gene order than
D1B. Boxes indicate genes or blocks of genes; genes are numbered, and regulatory elements are as defined by Dunn and Studier (1983). The prefix ø indicates
a T7 promoter, TE and Tø indicate termination sites for, respectively, E. coli and T7 RNAP. Heavy lines in the lower two genomes indicate the same gene order
as the initial mutant (D1); light lines correspond to deletions. Numbers within boxes represent T7 genetic elements, and dashes indicate all genes that fall
between the two numbers in the wild-type T7. L1, L2, and L3 represent linker sequences, 1V corresponds to the 5V-end of gene 1 (172 bp) in the gene 1 deletion
mutant 3490, these sequences and the flanking L1 linker were lost during passaging of D1B5.5 h to yield D1Be. Struthers-Schlinke et al., 2000).
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data. The model allows some reaction rates to be changed
and allows permutation of gene order, enabling a quantita-
tive assessment of some evolutionary changes in mutant
phages.
In the two evolved phages that retained the RNAP gene
at its ectopic site downstream of gene 12, a point mutation
in the early terminator TE accounts for most of the fitness
increase over the entire adaptation (Figs. 2 and 3). The
default efficiency of terminating E. coli RNAP transcription
is 99% in the simulation; in vivo estimates of termination
efficiency in wild-type T7 at 30 -C are >90% (Issinger and
Hausmann, 1973; Studier, 1972) but would be reduced after
infection by 0.7 mutants (Pfennig-Yeh et al., 1978), as in
D0.5-1. Reducing the efficiency of termination at TE from
99% to 0% in the simulation is predicted to increase fitness
of D1 from 7.7 to 11.1, or from 15 to 22 at 37 -C; in
contrast, T7+ is predicted to acquire a benefit of only 0.7
doublings/h. These simulations are consistent with the near
neutrality of the T7565C mutation in T7+ that reduces the
efficiency of termination at TE.Discussion
At one level, this study is a straightforward, short-term
experimental evolution in response to a genomic perturba-
tion. More importantly, however, it is a test of our ability to
explain and predict both the broad patterns and mechanistic
details of evolution in a well-characterized model system.The genome sequence of T7 is known, most of its predicted
gene products have been observed, and many have well-
defined functions during phage development. The 40-kb
genome is relatively small, and the complete sequence of an
evolved genome does not require extensive resources or
effort. Many mutations that arise during adaptation of the
phage to new conditions of growth can therefore be
correlated with changes in the activity or function of a gene
whose function is well understood.
The phages used here were severely debilitated by a
genome rearrangement, the ectopic placement of the phage
RNAP gene downstream of its normal location. Thus, T7
was faced with a regulatory problem, and the adaptations
revealed how well T7 could change its regulation to
overcome this problem. D0.5-1e and D1Ae, which retained
their original gene order, showed only modest recovery of
fitness. Even D1Be, which restored gene 1 to its natural
location but simultaneously relocated some late genes to the
early region of the genome, and vice versa, did not regain the
fitness of the adapted T7+. Our main conclusion is that gene
order greatly impacts the upper limit of fitness that can be
attained in short-term adaptive walks. Regulation has a major
effect on fitness and may not be trivially re-evolved after a
severe perturbation. A single regulatory mutation (or
recombination) was shown to explain most of the fitness
increase during each adaptation, although a majority of
substitutions in each adaptation caused protein-coding
changes. Without detailed characterization, it is not always
possible to predict how a particular mutant protein impacts
fitness of the phage. Nevertheless, a far more detailed
R. Springman et al. / Virology 341 (2005) 141–152148molecular interpretation can be made for a T7 evolutionary
trajectory than can be applied to genomes with higher
complexity. Thus, this study may provide a foundation for
studies on more complex regulatory systems.
The largest fitness increase in all of the adaptations was
caused by a reciprocal recombination that restored the
RNAP gene to its wild-type position. The recombination
also brought the late genes 13 through 16 into the early
region of the genome and took some early and middle genes
into the late region (Fig. 5). Its fitness at the end of
adaptation was about 8 doublings/h less than the evolved
T7+, with a longer lysis time. The longer time to lysis
presumably reflects the altered gene order. None of the
repositioned genes are known to be involved in lysis of T7þ,
and the levels and times of expression of recognized lysis
genes (3.5, 17.5, and perhaps 18.5/18.7) should not have
been significantly affected by the rearrangement. Perhaps
the timing of lysis of T7-infected cells requires, in addition
to adequate levels of lysis proteins, a signal to be transduced
from the progeny phage maturation pathways. Genes 13
through 16 are all required for virion assembly; all four
genes became separated from other morphogenetic func-
tions by the rearrangement, which may have resulted in an
assembly defect. In addition, although the essential role of
gene 2 is manifest at a late stage (DeWyngaert and Hinkle,
1980), the rearrangement caused a delay in its expression.
Either possibility could explain the lower fitness of the
adapted mutant phage.
In the absence of rearrangement, the major fitness
increase in two lines appears to have resulted from a
mutation in the early terminator TE. A decreased efficiency
of termination is expected during these adaptations, as it
would increase phage fitness by allowing more E. coli
RNAP to transcribe the ectopic gene 1, initiated at the three
early promoters (A1, A2, and A3). The promoters for E.
coli RNAP in the early region of the genome are the
strongest by far, and although minor promoters have been
mapped downstream of TE (Dunn and Studier, 1983;
Rosenberg et al., 1987), either they are not suitably located
to express the ectopic gene 1 or they simply lack the
necessary activity.
The details of the work described here are necessarily
specific to T7 biology, but this is the first study of which we
are aware in which a rearranged genome has been evolved to
recover fitness. There is therefore little direct basis for
extrapolating the major conclusion of the current work: that
disruption of gene order introduces regulatory effects not
easily overcome by compensatory evolution, to other
systems. Yet there are indications that this finding is general,
both from bioinformatics comparisons of diverse phage
genomes and on the mechanisms by which disruptions of
gene order have been observed to impact fitness in other
viruses.
A functional role of gene order in determining fitness is
compatible with the observation of gene-order conservation
in many phages. Phage genes have often been defined asbeing early, middle, or late, reflecting their time of
expression after infection. In general, early genes establish
phage control over the infected cell, middle genes function
during genome replication, while late genes are involved in
assembly and maturation. It is logical that such an order
would be beneficial to phage development; genes are
expressed at a time when their gene products, especially
those that have a structural role in progeny production, are
needed. At a more detailed level, head protein genes and
those for tail proteins are usually clustered (Bru¨ssow, 2001;
Bru¨ssow et al., 2004; Casjens, 2003; Lawrence et al., 2002).
T7 provides an interesting variation to the typical modular
organization. Its head and tail genes are interspersed (Dunn
and Studier, 1983), and its bifunctional lysozyme, necessary
for both efficient release of progeny phage from infected
cells and regulation of T7 gene expression (Heineman et al.,
in press; Silberstein et al., 1975; Zhang and Studier, 2004),
is synthesized together with other proteins involved in DNA
replication. Even within phage families, significant variation
arises. The order of genes in the related phages T7, SP6, and
øKMV is significantly different (Dobbins et al., 2004;
Lavigne et al., 2003; Scholl et al., 2004), and the differences
cannot be explained by a simple translocation of one or a set
of genes within an otherwise fixed genome. There is also
variation in gene order among the T4-like phages (Miller et
al., 2003). Variation in these natural phage isolates suggests
that while gene order may be under constraint it is possible
for differently arranged genome to succeed in the environ-
ment. However, since most phages also contain genes
unique to their genomes, it is not possible to use simple
comparisons of genomes in testing the impact of gene order
on fitness.
The initial cost of gene order rearrangement in the
genome of the animal virus VSV has been investigated (Ball
et al., 1999; Flanagan et al., 2000; Wertz et al., 1998). VSV
has a single-stranded RNA genome of negative polarity
containing five genes, whose order is conserved in other
virus families in the order Mononegavirales. Regulation of
VSV gene expression is simple, transcription from the
promoter at the 3V end of the genome results in a gradient of
RNAs, genes proximal to the promoter are transcribed at
higher levels than distal genes. No additional controls are
known. Moving the gene for the structural nucleocapsid
protein away from its promoter-proximal site caused a
stepwise major reduction in burst size (Wertz et al., 1998).
However, permuting the order of some other genes
conferred more subtle changes (Ball et al., 1999; Flanagan
et al., 2000). The magnitude of these changes varies with
growth conditions; the gene order in some rearranged
genomes was only shown to be detrimental in competition
fitness assays using a reference wild-type virus (Novella et
al., 2004). Nevertheless, the VSV genome can tolerate
genetic rearrangements while retaining viability. While
these studies in VSV do directly test the initial impact of
gene order on fitness, they do not address if a virus with a
rearranged genome can evolve to overcome the initial cost
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determine the evolutionary pathways taken by these VSV
mutants during selection for fitter variants, as there is no
mechanism for homologous recombination in VSV.Methods of procedure
Media and strains
All cultures used LB broth (10 g NaCl, 10 g Bacto
tryptone, 5 g Bacto yeast extract per liter). The bacterial host
was IJ1133 [E. coli K-12 thi DlacX74 D(mcrC-
mrr)1020Tn10]. Three T7 strains were used for adaptation
(Fig. 1): (i) WT, our standard wild-type strain (GenBank
#AY264774); (ii) D1, containing a partial deletion of gene 1
at its normal location (phage 3490; Zhang and Studier,
1995), with the Sau 3AI gene 1 fragment from plasmid
pAR1219 (Davanloo et al., 1984) inserted immediately
downstream of gene 12 (with the aid of short linkers) at the
Pac I site (base 27227). In D1, the 172 bases of the 5V end of
gene 1 remain at their original site; (iii) D0.5-1, with the
same ectopic gene 1 at the Pac I site but with a deletion of
genes 0.5–1 (phage 4107; Studier and Moffatt, 1986). Both
mutant phages also contain the D28 mutation, which deletes
bp 11294–11573 (Moffatt and Studier, 1988), and relative
to wild-type T7, four additional point mutations, 5-Y168C,
11-E9K, 15-L15F, and 16-E1236G. (These point mutations
and deletion were unknowingly part of the ecto12 phage
used by Endy et al., 2000.)
Construction of a D0.5-1 TE mutant phage
The pUC18 derivative pRS7565 was constructed with a
fragment of T7 (nucleotides 7348–7912) containing the
T7565C mutation in TE. Phage D0.5-1 was plated on IJ1133
(pRS7565) and incubated at 37 -C, plaques were randomly
selected, resuspended and phages were plated on IJ1133
prior to sequencing over the TE region in order to determine
the presence of the mutation.
Adaptation protocols
Three adaptations were initiated with mutant phages: one
line started with D0.5-1, and two lines from D1 (designated
D1A and D1B). Thawed aliquots of cells were added to 125
ml flasks containing 10 ml of LB (orbital water bath at 37
-C, 200 rpm), such that the density of cells after 1 h of
incubation was between 5  107 and 2  108/ml. Phage
were added and grown for 20–60 min before transfer to the
next culture. The idea was to allow growth until the density
of free phage reached approximately the same density as
cells. The protocol for the D1A line involved chloroform
treatment between each transfer, whereas the protocol for
the D1B and D0.5-1 lines did not include chloroform
treatment between most transfers, a portion of the infectedculture being quickly transferred to the next flask containing
fresh cells. In addition, cultures of the continuous transfer
protocol were occasionally allowed to lyse before transfer,
ensuring high levels of coinfection and therefore promoting
recombination. Similar phenotypic outcomes in the D1A
and D0.5-1 lines were obtained with both protocols, and we
do not attribute any significance to the difference in
protocol. Lysates from each passage were stored and in
some cases were used in determining when specific
mutations dominated the population of phages.
DNA sequencing
All evolved genomes were fully sequenced. Sequences
were determined with dideoxy chain termination reactions
using ABI Big Dye mix (version 3.1) and an ABI 3100
sequencer. Templates for sequencing reactions were the
intact phage genome, either purified or as a mixture of
phages in a lysate, or PCR products of portions of the
genome. Sequence files generated by the ABI 3100 DNA
automated sequence machine were analyzed with Lasergene
DNA Star software. The contig construction of the phage
that became rearranged during adaptation used a match size
of 20 bases with a minimum match percentage of 85; other
constructions used default values.
Fitness
Fitness is measured as the rate of population growth of a
phage sample, represented as the number of doublings per
hour (calculated as [log2(Nt / N0)]t, where Ni is the number
of phage at time i, corrected for dilutions over multiple
transfers, and t is measured in hours). Fitness was assayed in
the same conditions used for adaptation, except that low
phage densities (and thus low multiplicities) were main-
tained during the assay. Assays lasted a minimum for 2 h
(serial transfers across at least 3 flasks) and used the titer of
phage at the end of the flask at 1 h as N0. In this way, new
infections are largely asynchronous (and thus the phage is in
exponential growth) before the first time point is taken. For
D1A, which had been subjected to chloroform treatment
between transfers, fitness was estimated by both methods
(continuous transfer and chloroform treatment) and found to
be similar. In order to standardize comparisons, all fitness
values reported here used the continuous passage protocol.
This fitness metric provides an absolute measure that is
comparable across phages with different generation times.
Of any two phages, the one with the higher growth rate by
our fitness measure will always outgrow the other (in the
culture conditions employed), regardless of any differences
in generation time, and fitness by this measure is always
transitive. Furthermore, the benefit of a mutation measured
as doublings per hour indicates how fast the mutation will
increase in the population, regardless of generation time
(Bull et al., 2004). One caution to be offered about this
measure (and most any fitness measure based on growth
R. Springman et al. / Virology 341 (2005) 141–152150rate) is that improvements in fitness are not easily compared
across different phages. A phage with a 15-min generation
time that doubles burst size will experience a fitness
increase of 4 doublings/h, but a phage with a 30-min
generation time needs to quadruple its burst size to realize
the same fitness increase.
Duration of adaptation
Each line was propagated long enough to ensure that
major fitness changes were no longer occurring: D0.5-1 was
grown for 57 h, D1A for 65 h, and D1B for 50.5 h.
(Endpoints of an adapted line are designated with ‘‘e,’’ for
example D0.5-1e, to distinguish the starting from the
endpoint phage.) Generation times generally shorten during
adaptation as fitness improves, and it is consequently
difficult to determine the exact number of generations
during a long propagation. However, all lines were grown in
excess of one hundred phage generations. More signifi-
cantly, the impact of passage duration on evolution can be
determined from the number of hours of propagation,
independently of generation time (Bull et al., 2004). For
example, starting at frequency of 106, a mutation that
increases fitness by 1 doubling/h requires 20 h of passage to
reach a frequency of 0.5 in the population, regardless of
baseline fitness. Further propagation of these lines would
likely have accumulated additional beneficial mutations
beyond those observed, given that mutations conferring
only a small benefit would not reach appreciable frequencies
during the experiment, and some beneficial mutations may
not have arisen often enough to overcome repeated
stochastic loss. However, the protocol employed should
have been more than sufficient to select any mutations
conferring major benefit that arose in the population.
Recombination test of compensatory evolution
Mutations that evolve after a genome rearrangement may
compensate for the rearranged background or may be
generally beneficial (but did arise prior to the rearrange-
ment). To discriminate the two types of mutations, an
evolved genome (containing possibly many mutations) is
recombined with a wild-type genome and the mixed
population is adapted under the usual passage conditions.
The wild-type genome invariably ascends, and those
mutations from the adapted line that also ascend are
recognized as providing a general benefit to the phage
(Rokyta et al., 2001).
Lysis curves
Lysis curves were determined from changes in culture
turbidity following infection at high multiplicity (generally
at an MOI of 5). Cells were grown in 125-ml sidearm flasks
to a density of 108/ml prior to infection and turbidity
measured with a Klett–Summerson colorimeter. To obtainan average lysis time, data were fitted to a cumulative
normal distribution using an empirical least squares
procedure, with suitable truncation of early readings to
omit the slight increase in turbidity that often occurs
between infection and the onset of lysis. (The actual fit
was to 1.0-A(l, r2, t), where A(l, r2, t) is the distribution
function of a normal density with mean l, variance r2, and
integrated from 0 to t.)
Assay of genome entry
To determine if complete genome entry was attained in
the absence of transcription of the phage genome, the assay
of Garcı´a and Molineux (1995) was employed, except that
the growth temperature was 37 -C. Briefly, phages were
grown on a dam mutant strain, purified, and were then
infected at an MOI of 0.4 into IJ1133(pTP166), which
overexpresses dam. Ten minutes prior to infection, the
culture was centrifuged and cells were resuspended in
medium containing 500 mg ml1 rifampicin, and 200 mg
ml1 chloramphenicol. Samples were taken at 2, 3, and 15
min after infection and added to a phenol/ethanol killing
solution. DNA was then isolated and digested with either
Sau3AI or DpnI, fragments were electrophoretically sepa-
rated and were then subjected to Southern hybridization
using randomly primed T7 DNA as a labeled probe. T7
DNA fragments were visualized after phosphorimagery.Acknowledgments
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